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Abstract

Neighborhoods have traditionally served as important settings for children’s independent activities, but use has declined dramatically. Global positioning system (GPS) monitors, activity diaries, annotated maps, and Google Earth–enabled interviews captured the neighborhood perceptions, usage, and independent activity ranges of twenty-three children (nine to twelve years) from London, Canada. While few participants used neighborhood settings on a habitual basis, local parks and homes of nearby friends were important independent destinations. Usage was strongly influenced by positive and negative social conditions, but local environments did not generally cater well to the shifting interests of resident children. Embedding child-friendly affordances through neighborhood planning may improve children’s experience and independent use of local settings.
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Increasing recognition that children’s everyday environments play a role in their health and well-being has provided the impetus for delving deeper into the spatial context of their activities, and for exploring more directly children’s lived experience in their daily environments. Research has highlighted the role of the neighborhood as a critical childhood environment that helps foster the development of key skills and competencies. Traditionally, the neighborhood has served as the first setting beyond the home that children begin to independently explore, learning to negotiate the challenges of new physical environments as well as building social relationships beyond their family (Kyttä 2003; Mikkelsen and Christensen 2009; Rissotto and Giuliani 2006). As they develop both competence and confidence, children will often push the boundaries of their domains, exploring settings further and further from home (Churchman 2003; Gill 2007; Moore 1986; Spencer and Woolley 2000). Neighborhood interactions, with the skills and learning they engender, are considered by some to be key contributors to children’s continued healthy development (Christian et al. 2017; Gray 2011; Rissotto and Tonucci 2002; Villanueva et al. 2016). The purpose of this study is twofold: to examine children’s independent use and experience of their neighborhoods and the environmental factors that influence local activity, and to highlight the community experiences of a contemporary group of children so that they might inform environmental and policy improvements that can make neighborhoods more child- and youth-friendly.

Children’s Changing Neighborhood Experience?

There is evidence that the relationship between children and their neighborhood environments has fundamentally altered during the last several decades. Studies from many Western countries have documented a dramatic decline in the time and freedom contemporary children are given to independently explore their neighborhoods (Hofferth and Sandberg 2001; Kytta et al. 2015; Shaw et al. 2013). Increased urbanization and higher volumes of motorized traffic have been cited as contributing to decreased independent travel among children (Aarts et al. 2012; Buliung, Mitra, and Faulkner
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2009; Karsten 2005; Mikkelsen and Christensen 2009; Villanueva, Giles-Corti, Bulsara, Timperio, et al. 2012). The type and spatial range of outdoor activities that parents feel are sufficiently safe or socially acceptable are also diminishing, and restrictions on independent activity are extending much later into childhood than was common for previous generations (Jack 2008). A recent poll in the United Kingdom found that almost 50 percent of adults felt children under the age of fourteen should not be allowed outside without adult supervision, even when in the company of peers (Children's Society 2007); another opinion survey found that playful activities such as climbing trees, playing in local parks, or riding a bike to a neighbor’s house are not condoned by many parents unless an adult is present (Jack 2008; Play England 2008). In response to anxieties about safety, many parents have begun severely limiting children’s access to and activities within the public spaces of the neighborhood (Carver, Timperio, and Crawford 2008; Fyhri et al. 2011; Villanueva, Giles-Corti, Bulsara, Timperio, et al. 2012; Wilson, Clark, and Gilliland 2018; Woolley 2006).

Concerns about children’s welfare in neighborhood places may also be contributing to the increasing structuring and institutionalizing of their daily activities. Gray (2011) contends that unstructured, “free play” has been steadily declining in North America since the 1950s; longitudinal studies in the United States concluded that children experienced a 25 percent decrease in time available for free play between 1981 and 1997 (Hoffert and Sandberg 2001). “Unstructured free play” outdoors has given way to more structured and privatized forms of recreation, which often takes place indoors (Active Healthy Kids Canada 2012; Burdette and Whitaker 2005a; Gray 2011; Rasmussen 2004). Karsten’s (2002, 2005) work has highlighted how outdoor neighborhood play, once the dominant form of leisure activity for children, has been supplanted for many by indoor activities. Many Western children are now more likely to spend their days sequencing through a series of “protected,” supervised environments, spending a significant amount of their out-of-school time in structured activities such as private lessons or organized sports (Burdette and Whitaker 2005b; Karsten 2005; Shaw et al. 2013). Aitken (2001, 124) suggests that parents feel they can rest easier when their children are engaged in structured, supervised activities knowing they are “safe from the perils of the streets.”

These cultural and environmental shifts, coupled with dramatic reductions in the time and license children have to access local environments, suggest the neighborhood no longer serves as a common setting for children’s activities. While only a small set of studies has sought to capture what are alternatively called children’s “home ranges,” “territories,” “activity spaces” or “neighborhood domains,” many of which are now more than twenty-five years old, findings to date support growing anecdotal evidence that children’s local, independent geographies are significantly smaller than those of previous generations (Gaster 1991; Hillman, Adams, and Whitelegg 1990; Karsten 2005; Kyttä et al. 2015; Pooley, Turnbull, and Adams 2005). This loss of key neighborhood experiences and interactions may have negative consequences for children’s healthy development and well-being.

**Improving Neighborhood “Child-Friendliness”**

Creating more appealing, child-friendly neighborhood environments may help to reverse declining levels of independent outdoor activity. Riggio (2002, 45) characterizes child-friendly settings as places “where children’s rights to a healthy, caring, protective, educative, stimulating, non-discriminating, inclusive, culturally rich environment are addressed.” Numerous studies of children’s environmental use and preferences suggest that child-friendly settings exhibit a careful balance between the protection and freedom of children; indicators of “friendliness” might then include access to attractive and safe settings that support a diverse range of activities and interactions, as well as independent movement through the neighborhood (Bjorklid and Nordstrom 2007; Chawla 2002; Kyttä 2003; Riggio 2002; Villanueva et al. 2016). Churchman (2003) also suggests that a neighborhood is child- or youth-friendly to the extent that resident children feel welcomed and equal, valued members of the community. These messages can be transmitted through the types of places the neighborhood provides for children to play and gather, safely and legitimately, as well as the welcoming attitudes and behaviors of the adult population (Churchman 2003; Horelli 2007; Villanueva et al. 2016; Woolley et al. 1999). Other studies with children and youth consistently confirm that the ability to freely gather with their friends in neighborhood public places, and the freedom to act as they choose within these spaces, are key to engendering a sense of belonging, place attachment, and legitimate dwelling (Chawla 2002; Cosco and Moore 2002; Haikkola et al. 2007; Jack 2008; Kyttä 2003; Layard and Dunn 2009; Woolley et al. 1999).

Understanding the environmental affordances that appeal to children, and which are perceived as being supportive of their interests (Gibson 1979; Kyttä 2002), can help identify features and conditions that can serve to make environments more child- and youth-friendly. Kyttä (2004) emphasizes, however, that it is not enough to perceive affordances in the neighborhood; a child must also be given the freedom and opportunity to use them through some measure of independent mobility. The ideal child-friendly environment is one where children have a high degree of freedom to explore their community, which in turn provides safe, welcoming, and diverse settings for their preferred activities.

Research-informed neighborhood planning practices and policies, particularly those that seek to engage directly with youth, can help foster such child-friendly community environments. Despite an increased call for integrating youth into
decision-making, urban planning processes still show little systemic integration of children's voices, and youth needs remain significantly under represented in planning approaches (Bessell and Mason 2014; Osborne et al. 2017). Planners and community developers must do more to work collaboratively with youth to plan communities that bolster positive neighborhood experiences for children across the full range of childhood and adolescence. To do so, planners need a stronger evidence base around children’s neighborhood activities and preferences to leverage the necessary practice and policy changes.

### Identifying Children's Neighborhood “Activity Spaces”

Our understanding of contemporary children’s neighborhood interactions is considerably enhanced when we can identify the environmental domains in which their activity routinely takes place. To characterize children’s local “activity spaces,” this study capitalizes on Moore’s (1986) conceptual model of nested neighborhood activity domains to characterize the spatial and temporal differences in children’s use of their local environments (see Figure 1). A child’s **habitual range** is defined as the neighborhood environment around their home, which they use on an almost daily basis for their out-of-school activities (Moore 1986). A child’s **frequented range**, broader than their habitual range, includes those community spaces the child accesses periodically when granted both the necessary time and freedom. The third domain, a child’s **occasional range**, represents the absolute edges of a child’s independent territory and includes those places that a child accesses only very occasionally; it may also include places accessed via public transportation, and therefore no longer represents a strictly pedestrian territory. As children mature, and are awarded more independence, the size and nature of each of these domains usually expands to encompass more territory (Matthews 1992; Moore 1986; Villanueva, Giles-Corti, Bulsara, Timperio, et al. 2012). The size of these activity ranges, however, may be highly variable among children, depending on factors such as age, gender, personality, and parental perceptions of the neighborhood (Knoll and Roe 2017; Matthews 1992; Spilsbury 2005; Valentine 1997; Villanueva, Giles-Corti, Bulsara, McCormack, et al. 2012).

As conceptualized by Moore (1986), the majority of children’s daily activities would therefore take place within the nested domains of the “habitual” and “frequented ranges”; this combination represents the activity space commonly used by children independently, on foot or bicycle, in the course of their daily and weekly activity routines. Taking the more universal term *activity space* to be synonymous with the term *domain* or *range*, this study employs the concepts of habitual and frequented activity spaces to help visualize participant’s neighborhood-based activity.

Understanding children’s perception and use of their primary environments, such as the neighborhood, is key to untangling the influence of the social and built environment on children’s health and development (Talen and Coffindaffer 1999). While children’s neighborhood behaviors have been studied to some degree for more than fifty years, the experience of childhood has changed so drastically for many Western children that we need to know much more about their contemporary neighborhood activity, and the new cultural or environmental factors of the neighborhood that may be hampering local independent activities. This study addresses this gap by capturing children’s independent neighborhood activity and examining the local social or environmental factors that may influence this behavior.

### Method

The first part of the analysis in this paper employs global positioning system (GPS), interview, and activity diary data to establish children’s local independent destinations and assess the extent of their neighborhood activity spaces (NAS). An intensive thematic analysis of multiple data sources is then used to confirm patterns in participant’s neighborhood perception and use, and to highlight factors that may influence the size or use of their NAS.

### Study Participants and Settings

This study uses data gathered for the STEAM (Spatio-Temporal Environment and Activity Monitoring) project (steamproject.ca), a multiyear study designed to examine the effects of the built environment on children’s health-related behaviors, including physical activity (Mitchell, Clark, and Gilliland 2016), active travel (Wilson, Clark, and Gilliland 2018), and health-related quality of life (Tillmann, Clark, and Gilliland 2018). Children aged nine to thirteen years
were invited to participate in a week-long protocol to document their neighborhood activities, perceptions, and experiences. This study uses data from Year 1 of STEAM, which focused on two school neighborhoods in London, Canada, categorized respectively as “urban” and “suburban,” which exhibit very similar socioeconomic profiles but very different built environments.

Both study neighborhoods tend toward the vulnerable end of the socioeconomic scale; families in both areas exhibit incomes that are generally lower than the city average (urban neighborhood median: $54,244; suburban neighborhood median: $77,781; and city median: $82,231; City of London 2016). In addition, both areas have higher percentages of families headed by lone parents (urban: 27.4%; suburban: 22.1%; city: 19.2%) and higher percentages of adult residents whose highest level of educational attainment is high school or less (urban: 46%; suburban: 42%; city: 37%; City of London 2016). The two communities both have relatively stable populations, but the urban community has a higher population density (approximately 3,450 vs. 800 persons/km², respectively; City of London 2016).

Key informants in each community, including school principals and community support workers, suggest that students in both school neighborhoods come from a wide range of household types, including families living in social housing and many single-parent families, as well as a diverse mix of ethnicities. Informants also claim that both neighborhoods have areas that are considered “rough” or “dangerous,” and grapple with issues such as community violence, gangs, or drugs. The “urban” school neighborhood, located close to the city center, has environmental features characteristic of many urban settings, including primarily a gridiron street pattern, a diverse mix of land uses, and a higher density of intersections. This neighborhood also encompasses several commercial corridors and clusters, and is fairly well served by parks and other public recreational facilities. The “suburban” school neighborhood has a meandering street pattern with cul-de-sacs and low traffic volumes common to many suburban settings, and is dominated by medium-density residential areas with scattered commercial properties or clusters and several large public parks. In addition to parks, students at the suburban school have access, within walking distance, to a substantially environmentally significant area (approximately two hundred hectares) with dense forest, wetlands, and maintained walking trails throughout. The urban school, however, has no forested areas within walking distance. These school neighborhoods have very similar socioeconomic and household conditions, yet very different built environments, allowing us to consider the impact of the neighborhood’s built environment on children’s local activities by holding other variables, such as socioeconomic factors, fairly constant.

Presentations outlining the goals and incentives for the study were made to older students at each school; all children in Grades 5 to 8 (aged nine to thirteen years) in each school were eligible to participate. A total of 265 students were eligible, and seventy-six (29%) assented to participate after receiving parental consent. Child participants were given $15.00 for each week of participation. The median age of this initial sample of participants was 11.0 years, 66 percent were female, and roughly equal numbers lived in the urban (48%) and suburban (52%) neighborhoods.

Participating children wore portable GPS monitors (Visiontac VGPS 900) during all waking hours for six to seven days during the spring season (May to June); GPS units marked spatial coordinates for each second of time the unit was in use. Participants also completed detailed daily activity and travel diaries, and annotated aerial photo maps of their community to highlight common destinations within the neighborhood to which they could travel independently (without an adult). Both participants and their parents also completed detailed surveys on children’s neighborhood activities and perceptions.

After completing the seven-day protocol, participants were invited to take part in an optional small, interactive group interview; more than 55 percent of participants (n = 42) elected to participate. A team researcher engaged participants, in groups of two or three, in sixty-minute interactive discussions about their neighborhood perceptions and behaviors. The small group format was chosen based on the team’s previous experiences, which demonstrated children’s greater engagement in interview discussions when accompanied by peers, and the ability of peer conversations to highlight similarities and contrasts among children’s neighborhood experiences (see Loebach and Gilliland 2010). Prior to the interview, each participant’s GPS tracks from their study week were loaded into Google Earth (version 2011) and then projected onto the screen in the interview room (an empty library or resource room at the study school), allowing participants to see their full week’s trail of GPS tracks overlaid on a satellite image of their neighborhood; the researcher could then virtually walk through GPS trails with each child and discuss their neighborhood activities and amenities together. The tracks were explored in turn for each child in the group, and in chronological order (i.e., day by day), but the researcher allowed the children to guide much of the discussion about their own neighborhood activities. All children in the group interview were allowed to comment on each other’s routes and activities, revealing where behaviors and perceptions aligned and differed. However, during the course of the interview each child was also asked a set of semistructured questions to ensure consistent information was collected from each participant. Interview comments that related to specific neighborhood resources or destinations were immediately “pinned” to their exact spatial location within Google Earth, and subsequently imported, along with their full week’s set of GPS tracks, into a geographic information system (ArcGIS) to create a complete, annotated set of neighborhood activities and destinations. A transcriber was present for all interviews to capture discussions verbatim;
however, discussions were also digitally recorded to ensure a complete and accurate transcript was available.

Only participants who completed an interview and the entire STEAM protocol ($n = 37$) were considered for inclusion in this paper. GPS data minimums, however, were also established to ensure typical patterns of behavior could be discerned; inclusion in this analysis required a minimum of three hours of GPS data on at least two weekdays and a minimum of four hours of GPS data on at least one weekend day (see Loebach and Gilliland 2016a, 2016b). All independent destinations on participants’ annotated neighborhood maps or noted during interviews were added to the NAS dataset. ArcGIS‘ Tracking Analyst tool was also used to trace through participants GPS datasets, checking for congruency with activities and locations noted in activity diaries, verifying the relative amount of time spent in noted activities and settings, and adding any undocumented independent destinations into the GIS dataset. Each identified destination was also categorized by type, such as friend’s house, park/playground, malls or other retail, and wooded/natural areas (see Table 1 for full list of destination types). This combined dataset illustrated each child’s typical neighborhood use, highlighted prominent destinations and activity settings, and allowed general patterns of use across and within neighborhood environments to be examined. For this analysis ($n = 23$; 62% of those who completed both protocol and interview) had the same median age (11.0 years) as the initial sample, and similar proportions of urban ($n = 12$) versus suburban ($n = 11$) students, but a higher proportion (82%) of female participants.

### Establishing Independent Destinations and Domains

Each child’s pedestrian-based “neighborhood activity space” (NAS) was established within a GIS in a previous study using each participant’s objectively measured GPS tracks (see Loebach and Gilliland 2016a, 2016b). All independent destinations on participants’ annotated neighborhood maps or noted during interviews were added to the NAS dataset. ArcGIS‘ Tracking Analyst tool was also used to trace through participants GPS datasets, checking for congruency with activities and locations noted in activity diaries, verifying the relative amount of time spent in noted activities and settings, and adding any undocumented independent destinations into the GIS dataset. Each identified destination was also categorized by type, such as friend’s house, park/playground, malls or other retail, and wooded/natural areas (see Table 1 for full list of destination types). This combined dataset illustrated each child’s typical neighborhood use, highlighted prominent destinations and activity settings, and allowed general patterns of use across and within neighborhood environments to be examined. See Figure 2 for an example of a child’s neighborhood map with GPS tracks, independent destinations, and interview comments.

The second part of the analysis involved thematic coding of interview narratives and activity diaries to clarify children’s habitual patterns of neighborhood use. Narratives also highlighted the degree to which the participants experience their neighborhoods as child-friendly, and supportive of their preferred activities. Previous work examining children’s neighborhood perceptions (Loebach and Gilliland 2010) provided an initial thematic framework, which was then supplemented by characteristics of child-friendly environments gleaned from the literature (Bjorklid and Nordstrom 2007; Chawla 2002; Horelli 2007; Jack 2008; Kyttä 2003, 2004).

### Table 1. Children’s Independent Neighborhood Destinations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent destination by type</th>
<th>% of total destinations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Friend’s houses</td>
<td>21.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parks/playgrounds</td>
<td>19.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Streets/cul-de-sacs</td>
<td>10.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variety stores</td>
<td>8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home locations (back or front yard; common space)</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malls or other retail (department or drug store)</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wooded/natural areas (including ponds, rivers, forests, ravines)</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-use trail/path</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dollar/thrift stores</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coffee shop/cafe</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast food restaurants</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative’s houses</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grocery stores</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video stores</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libraries</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libraries</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Churches</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community center</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outdoor swimming pool</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesson/class locations</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Destinations included in habitual domains. |

Each child’s narrative was explored first with the preliminary thematic framework; additional themes were added to reflect new concepts that arose during reviews of the interviews. The narratives were then explored again through the lens of the updated thematic framework to ensure all comments from the narratives could be represented by one or more thematic categories (see Table 2 for the final thematic framework).

### Results

#### Children’s Independent Neighborhood Domains and Destinations

Analysis of children’s GPS data, hand-drawn maps, and interview narratives together revealed a diverse range of local settings to which the children have independent access. Every identified destination was categorized by type, and the total proportion of each type (across all participants) was calculated (see Table 1). The most frequently noted destinations were nearby friend’s homes and local parks or playgrounds, each comprising about one-fifth of all independent destinations. Local streets and settings around the home, along with commercial outlets such as variety stores and malls, were among the next most common destinations overall. The proportion of children listing friend’s homes as a frequent destination was the same among both urban and suburban participants, but urban children mentioned a slightly higher proportion of commercial destinations, while suburban children mentioned a slightly higher proportion of recreational activity destinations such as parks. The remaining independent destinations included an array of formal and informal.
recreational settings such as ponds, multi-use paths, and community centers, as well as other retail and food outlets (e.g., fast food restaurants and thrift stores), homes of relatives, and a few institutional settings such as churches or community centers. While wooded/natural destinations only made up about 5 percent of the total mentions, all but one of these mentions were from suburban children.

A relatively large number of participants (40%) visited or noted destinations quite far from their homes (e.g., between 1 and 2 km away), and defined fairly large independent frequented domains. There were, however, several children whose NAS were very small and compact, usually encompassing only their yard and the street immediately in front of their home (e.g., less than 100 m away). There appeared to be no systemic pattern in NAS size by age, but children at the older end of the spectrum tended to note more independent destinations and spend more time in settings further from home. In line with expectations, the oldest children noted the largest number of local independent destinations; the average number of destinations for nine- and ten-year-olds was 2.7, eleven-year-old participants averaged 3.8 destinations, and the twelve-year-olds identified 8.0 independent neighborhood destinations on average. Comparing across neighborhood types, children from the suburban school frequented an average of 5.6 local destinations, slightly more than those from the urban neighborhood who averaged 4.4 locations. However,
more children from the suburban neighborhood (27%) than the urban community (8%) identified only a single destination, which they could visit independently. The two children with the highest numbers of neighborhood destinations were from the urban (fourteen locations) and suburban (eleven locations) schools, respectively, though both children were among the oldest group (twelve-year-olds). There was little overall difference in the quantity of noted destinations in the urban versus the suburban neighborhood; rather, the age of the child appeared to be a stronger influence on the number of frequented neighborhood destinations. Most of the participants in the final sample were female, precluding an accurate depiction of neighborhood activities according to gender.

Child narratives clarified not only the type and location of independent destinations but also the general frequency with which these settings were used, helping to establish the extents of the children’s habitual versus frequented and occasional activity spaces. Narratives revealed that few of the destinations (only 9%) comprised part of any of the children’s habitual activity spaces (Table 1 and Figure 3). Only parks, local streets, variety stores, outdoor home locations, and multi-use trails were used by some children on an almost daily basis, but habitual use of these neighborhood settings was only found among a small proportion of participants; there was no significant difference in the habitual activity spaces of urban versus suburban participants. GPS data from the study week similarly found that participants spent 94 percent of their out-of-school time either indoors at home or outdoors within 150 m of their house; urban participants averaged 95 percent of their leisure time, and suburban child participants averaged 92 percent of their leisure time either indoors or outdoors at home. The majority of the

**Thematic Analysis of Children’s Neighborhood Perceptions and Activities**

Results from the first part of the analysis suggest that participant children, in general, are using only a small portion of their neighborhood spaces or amenities on a regular or habitual basis. Thematic coding was used to better understand the nature of children’s local activities and preferences, and the factors that may be limiting local play and mobility.

**The social foundation of children’s neighborhood activities.** The most striking characteristic of participants’ neighborhood behavior was the highly social nature of both their activities and travel. Almost without exception, independent local activities primarily took place in the company of other children. Travel around the neighborhood was usually accompanied by a sibling, or friends who lived nearby; even solo journeys were often designed to meet up with friends at some local setting. The presence of other children seemed to be a key factor in making parents more comfortable with independent neighborhood activity and in some cases helping to extend the child’s independent domain. When describing their activity space boundaries, many children noted access to fairly large territories “as long as I’m with a friend,” or noted that they were allowed to go further with a sibling or friend than they would be allowed on their own.

Interviewing children in small groups also highlighted the extremely intertwined nature of many of their neighborhood activities. Even when addressing the activities of just one child, the recounting of stories and activities was often carried out by several members of the group, and revealed not only the social nature of their activities but also that many activities involved a shared use of local settings, as well as collective memories and knowledge of local places.

**Preferred settings and shifting interests.** Recreational sites in both the urban and suburban neighborhood were highlighted as valued and frequent destinations, even though participants did not necessarily spend a large proportion of their time in these settings. Parks and playgrounds very often served as the common meeting place for friends living in the same neighborhood, and featured as prominent locations for “hanging out,” talking, and general socializing. Play equipment in parks such as climbers, slides, and swings are often assumed to be the primary attraction for children of all ages, but analyses underlined the shift in children’s interests as
they mature, and subsequently in the environmental opportunities they use. Visiting parks to use play equipment was now often related to the interests of younger siblings rather than their own; when Erica was asked why she visits a nearby park so often, she admits it is “cause my [younger] sister drags me [there].”

The children in this cohort, most of whom were at the older end of middle childhood, noted that they were “kinda done with play structures”; instead, play equipment now often served as the platform for talking and “just hanging out,” or for the occasional group game. Inhabiting swings and climbers for passive socializing rather than active play may be in part due to an unsupportive environment; several children bemoaned the fact that most playgrounds and parks afforded few other places, besides on the ground, where they could gather in a group to sit and talk.

Play equipment did hold some appeal for older children, but their enthusiasm was generally reserved for more complex and challenging equipment such as zip lines, or “really, really, really tall slides,” that is, equipment that better matched their more advanced capabilities and still afforded enough exciting challenge. Several children noted a preference for playgrounds outside their neighborhood that included such equipment, and to which they would ask to be driven. Local parks that primarily feature less advanced play equipment offer fewer affordances for older children whose activity interests have shifted, as this discussion with three 10-year old participants illustrates:

Richard: ‘Cause the park’s not really fun for us . . . ‘cause we’re not going to, like, go down the slide or anything [laughs].
Researcher: So you think the stuff at the park is more for younger children?
Richard: Yeah, we did that when we were little . . .
Researcher: Is there anything they could put in the park that would make you want to go to the park?
Brad: Yeah, like zip lines!
Researcher: So if there was something that was more challenging . . . something you could climb . . .?
Brad: Yeah, cooler!
Colin: Yeah, something cooler that you could grab on to and slide down . . . so fun!

Child narratives revealed that other simple yet flexible environmental affordances could also draw their interest and serve as neighborhood activity nodes. In the suburban school neighborhood, all nearby participants, without exception, highlighted the man-made retention pond at one end of the subdivision as a popular destination. The frequency with which children visited this area varied, particularly with proximity to it, but it was highly valued as a local resource by all. One of the older girls outlines her interest in the pond:

Kelly: I like to go there a lot because . . . they have, like, in the water these sewers [drainage pipes] with the rocks all around and you can sit up top there . . . and it’s so relaxing to sit with your friends . . . and we like to climb it.

A younger boy explains the appeal of the pond for him and his friends:

Researcher: Why do you like heading [to the pond]?
Brady: Because you can, like, skip rocks and that . . . and then just hang out there. And then there’s a path up here [points out path on screen] . . . a little path where you can go down on a pile of rocks. Well, sometimes you may see other things . . . like, you may see a fish . . . or may see, like, a frog or something . . . wildlife.

A simple pile of boulders around a drainage pipe jutting out into a small retention pond afforded the opportunity to climb up, to sit and talk, as well as a place to watch the water and local wildlife, making this an appealing activity and retreat destination for children living nearby.

Commercial destinations and the call of the mall. Children’s shifting interests were most apparent among the oldest of the participants. A number indicated that they spend a lot of their free time now “hanging out” at the mall with friends, often being dropped off by parents early in the day and staying until they are picked up again hours later.

Emily: Um, Maidstone [Mall] . . . I go there almost every weekend just to hang out with people.
Researcher: Do you usually go there together or you meet there?
Emily and Victoria [unison]: We go there together.
Researcher: What do you do there?
Victoria: Usually we first go to the movies ‘cause it’s right in the mall . . . and after, sometimes . . . well, occasionally, we’ve bought stuff. We’ll just walk around and look at things.

Another older girl recounts similar mall-based activity:

Alison: I go to the mall every weekend.
Researcher: And that’s with your friends?
Alison: Yeah . . . I [go] with my mom . . . like, my mom drops us off and then, like, in three hours she picks me up.
Researcher: So, do you just hang around or are you shopping the whole time?
Alison: We walk around and look at stuff.

Rather than spending time in their local environments as many did when they were younger, these older children preferred the opportunities available at local shopping centers. In addition to supporting their social, entertainment, and consumer interests, malls are providing an indoor destination where they can hang out with friends, regardless of weather conditions, without being under the direct supervision of parents.
Commercial outlets in general were common destinations. Convenience stores in particular were highlighted as a popular and frequent destination of the vast majority of participants, in some cases forming part of the child’s habitual activity space. Primarily valued for their provision of “treats!” such as pop (soda), chips, and candy, variety stores also figured as destinations where parents would send them on their own to run errands, such as buying household provisions.

Researcher: And you go [to the variety store] sometimes?
Ivy: Yeah, I went there yesterday!
Researcher: What do you get at the corner store?
Ivy: Lots of candy!
Researcher: So you just go there after school?
Ivy: Yeah . . . and to get errands, like, ketchup and stuff.
Leslie: Yeah.
Researcher: Errands? So your mom would send you . . . ?
. . . And you can go on your own?
Ivy: Yeah . . . it’s really close.
Leslie: Yeah, to get the milk.

Retail outlets such as variety, dollar, and grocery stores offer a range of inexpensive food, toys, school, and craft materials that are often affordable even on a child’s allowance; when located within reasonable proximity to children’s homes, these stores were included in many children’s frequented, if not habitual, activity spaces. Nearby stores can serve as important opportunities for independent neighborhood mobility, providing appealing activities and products that entice children to make the journey while close enough that parents feel comfortable letting children go on their own.

Unfriendly people and places. Participants were also clearly aware of potential dangers or threats in their local environments. When asked about places in their neighborhood where they felt uncomfortable or threatened, many identified a location or condition that caused them concern. These mentions were primarily related to social rather than built environment conditions. Many children expressed fears related to a specific person or group in the neighborhood whom they considered to be “scary or weird”; often this was an aggressive person or group who would yell at them or drive them away from local spaces. Brad’s experience with one such neighbor limits his use of local settings:

Researcher: [What] would you say is your least favourite thing about your neighborhood? Like, . . . if there was one thing you could change, what would it be?
Brad: Um . . . people . . . some people are mean in my neighborhood.
Researcher: Yeah? How are they mean?
Brad: I’m trying to go in, like, this parking lot . . . and some people say, like: “Get out, this is our place.”

They live in this one house . . . and they’re sometimes saying “get out” when I go off this way [indicating a common green space near his house].
Researcher: So, you don’t feel comfortable hanging around back there because . . .
Brad: [interrupts] Yeah, I just don’t go there.

Some children mentioned concerns about neighborhood adults, but the bulk of their discomfort was related to the presence of older teens in local public areas, particularly parks and playgrounds. Some children recounting being yelled at by older teens or told to leave the area, but confrontations or the experience of threats were actually rare; in most cases, the mere presence, or even rumoured presence, of a group of older youth was intimidating enough to make them leave the area or avoid it all together. Two female participants recount such an experience:

Researcher: So . . . for the kids around your neighborhood, are there places that you can play near to your houses?
Sheila: We go to Highland [public school playground]
Darlene: Oh, yeah, Highland. We play in the playground . . . . I usually have to go with friends because there’s some issues there . . . with some . . . people there. […] Sometimes we can’t go there because there’s these people that hang out by the portables . . . .
Sheila: Yeah, they’re bad guys.
Darlene: Bad guys!
Researcher: So, they’re just there sometimes? Is it at night?
Sheila: Yeah, just sometimes. At night usually. But one time I went with my friends . . . and there was this one guy on a motor bike and he was, like, running up to us really close . . . .
Researcher: Was he joking around?
Sheila: I don’t know . . . but he looked kinda mean.
Darlene: I get scared of people . . .
Sheila: . . . so then we left.

The presence of older youth appeared to be a concern primarily in the evenings, and may contribute to the general perception that the neighborhood is unsafe at night. Most children in both neighborhoods generally felt safe frequenting these spaces during the day, especially when in the presence of friends. Adults who limit or discourage play behavior are often cited as the bigger threat to children’s experience of public spaces as child-friendly (Collins and Kearns 2001; Jack 2008; Valentine 1996), but for most participants here, the presence of older youth was the more common barrier. Ironically, the children did not recognize that their own group presence in local parks, for example, would likely be intimidating to younger children hoping to use the same space.

Given the socially-based nature of their neighborhood anxieties, it is not surprising that the most prominent call
for change to local environments related almost exclusively to other inhabitants. A few comments, however, suggest that the local built environment may also be a barrier to their preferred activities. Most children, for example, acknowledged that they often sit on play equipment to gather and talk with friends, but only a few explicitly recognized that there are few other places in the neighborhood that allow for them to gather or socialize in a group. Emily, bemoaning the “boring” plaza she and friends regularly walk to, explains that there are few other affordances for socializing available: “I wish there was more . . . like, places to go just to hang out. Not, like, shop-wise but just places to sit . . . and talk.” Richard and Colin also lamented the lack of local facilities for social activities; when asked what other amenities they would like to see in their neighborhood, they tried to communicate this wish for social activity space:

Richard: I would also like someplace that’s, like . . . I don’t know, like, cool . . . like, a clubhouse for, like, all the kids . . . or something . . .
Researcher: Like one you get to go build? Or where you go to hang out . . .
Richard: No, just like . . . sorta like the Boys and Girls club . . . [ . . . ] but in our neighborhood, not all the way downtown . . . ‘cause we’re, like, probably never going to go there [to the downtown Boys and Girls club].
Colin: [interrupts] No, where you just get to hang out . . .

These youth had trouble articulating this desire because they have not experienced many places that meet these social needs; they have only a vague notion that there could be something better, or more supportive. The issue of proximity to resources was also clear, highlighting children’s difficulty in accessing amenities that are far from home, and out of walking distance. Several children mentioned that they wished certain destinations were closer to home. Analysis of neighborhood use suggests that children living closer to amenities, regardless of neighborhood type, tend to use them more frequently than those further away, even when still within walking or cycling distance (as judged by the children themselves, but typically within fifteen to thirty minutes by foot or bike).

**The experience of child-friendly neighborhoods?**. Most indicators of child-friendly environments include the provision of safe, welcoming community environments that provide a diverse and stimulating range of opportunities for activity and interaction; children should feel that they are valued members of the community and have the freedom to legitimately play in and travel through the neighborhood environment. In the strictest sense of these terms, the majority of the children in this study experience their neighborhoods as relatively child-friendly. Participants generally perceive their neighborhoods as safe places that offer a respectable range of recreational opportunities, and feel their community is fairly easy to move around. In both the urban and suburban neighborhood, many children had some peers close by with whom to play and socialize, and most had at least one nearby place where they could safely meet. Many of the participants are given some degree of independence by their parents, which allows them to use the neighborhood amenities at their disposal.

The narratives, however, suggest that most children in the study are only engaging with their local settings in relatively limited or passive ways, regardless of their urban or suburban location. Discussions around neighborhood activities revealed few instances of creative use or shaping of the environment for activity, and little overall enthusiasm for the amenities available. Children often use the opportunities available close to home, but express little eagerness about neighborhood settings, or their activities within. Many participants’ neighborhood activities were also passive and relatively sedentary; they primarily walked around with or sat and talked with friends. Occasionally, they may play “cheerleading” or a group game of tag, but these activities seemed to be played in spite of, not inspired by, the local environment. While participants did not necessarily experience their neighborhoods as un-friendly, neither the urban nor suburban youth demonstrated the strong attachment to or dynamic engagement with their local settings we would expect in a genuinely child-friendly neighborhood.

Despite some differences in the spatial layout of the two neighborhoods, and their recreational, natural, and commercial amenities, there was little overall difference in how participants experienced their neighborhoods, with the exception of those children who had diverse and ample destinations within a very short distance of home. In this study, the “urban” versus “suburban” categorization proved inadequate to describe differences in the neighborhood environment; for example, despite an “urban” categorization, some students in the urban school lived in quite homogeneous residential areas with few commercial or recreational spaces nearby. Their neighborhood had a substantial sidewalk network, but there were few appealing destinations nearby to walk to. Conversely, some of the children in one area of the “suburban” neighborhood had plentiful commercial and green spaces nearby, as well as sufficient sidewalks and paths to aid mobility. This study highlights that assessments of children’s neighborhood environments and associated resources must move beyond urban versus suburban characterizations and be considered at a very fine scale, particularly as many contemporary children are habitually found within a very small domain around their homes.

**Conclusion**

Examining the habitual destinations and activities of participating children provided several key insights about contemporary neighborhood perceptions and use, including factors that can promote or restrict local activity. First, the
detailed analysis of children’s independent neighborhood destinations and activity spaces illustrated that most participating children do not habitually spend time playing independently in their neighborhood environments, particularly in locations farther from home. Many children clearly had permission to travel to farther destinations, particularly in the company of friends or siblings, yet most of these were strictly occasional outings. The habitual NAS of participants in this study were generally very small and primarily comprised the environment within and immediately surrounding the home. The biggest reductions in neighborhood use, therefore, may be in the size of children’s habitual domains, that is, the extent of the neighborhood environment they use on an almost daily basis.

The thematic analysis also highlighted that children’s neighborhood activities are highly tied to nearby social conditions. Social activities dominated the list of the children’s preferred activities, and local activities were almost exclusively carried out in the company of friends or siblings. Localized social conditions also negatively affected children’s neighborhood activities, particularly interactions with aggressive neighbors or the intimidating presence of older youth. The availability or lack of affordances for safe social activities affected their impressions of the neighborhood and its degree of child-friendliness. Local environments that provide numerous or centrally located meeting places or “activity nodes,” and safe, comfortable facilities for “hanging out” and talking with friends, could strengthen the appeal and use of neighborhood environments. The popularity of recreational and commercial settings also reinforces the importance of these resources as neighborhood nodes for children’s leisure and social activities, which may help draw children away from sedentary activities indoors at home. The prevalence of local streets, paths, and trails in narratives and on both urban and suburban neighborhood maps also suggest that these pathways are not only important as connections for youth between local destinations but as appealing activity locations in their own right.

While interesting destinations at further flung distances in the neighborhood may draw children, particularly older children, deeper into their communities to experience settings further from home, it is likely for now that children’s lack of independent mobility or time (as restricted by their parents or busy schedules) means that they may only be able to habitually experience settings very near to home. Contemporary planning practices and policies should, therefore, aim to provide child-friendly spaces and routes throughout communities, spread equitably through residential areas, not just, for example, in the form of large neighborhood or regional parks. This means implementing a city-wide framework that assesses all neighborhood environments and related policies for child-friendliness and that insists all development projects be examined for barriers to local children’s mobility and activity at a fairly fine environmental scale. This should include deliberate provision of appealing destinations and opportunities for children of all ages within close proximity to any given home, but particularly children in middle childhood (approximately nine to thirteen years of age) who have become a forgotten public interest group.

This crucial time of social and environmental exploration is best supported by communities that offer a variety of mixed-use destinations within a five- to ten-minute walk from home, including plentiful provision of recreational and green spaces, neighborhood commercial zones, and ample networks of safe sidewalks, trails, and walking/cycling paths to increase the accessibility of local destinations. Communities, including their policies and bylaws, must also emphasize safe and welcoming public and natural spaces for youth to gather comfortably to socialize with friends, or provide more challenging recreational opportunities. The perception of appealing affordances for activity could be increased by providing amenities that provide positive challenges, such as higher “mountains” to climb or more advanced play equipment, particularly for older children whose interests and capabilities have surpassed simpler play facilities.

Lack of stimulating interactions may be impeding children’s development of a relationship with their local environment. Few of the participants displayed any strong sense of attachment to their neighborhood, or a sense of belonging to their local place. They used little to no proprietary language when discussing local settings, and though they raised few complaints, there was also little expressed passion for their places. When pressed to consider neighborhood improvements they would like to see, or amenities they would wish to see installed, very few could think of specific suggestions for changes or additional resources. The children did not explicitly feel unwelcomed or unsupported in their neighborhood, but it seemed they have become accustomed to only see, and expect, a narrow range of opportunities for neighborhood activity. They could not envision these environments could be made to be more appealing and supportive of their activities. The local built environment, rather than just meeting the basic needs of these youth, should also aim to inspire and engage them, and create opportunities for cultivating place identity and belonging.

Creating Affordance-Rich, Child-Friendly Environments

This comprehensive analysis of children’s independent neighborhood activity exposes a number of attributes that influence children’s perception and use of local environments, and the development of local independent activity spaces. Neighborhood studies like this help to provide a valuable evidence base from which communities and urban planners can work to create more affordance-rich environments for children. This study, in line with other studies of neighborhood preferences, suggests that planners can help create more child-friendly communities by supporting conditions that expand children’s activity and mobility
opportunities, such as smaller but more densely positioned green spaces, and walking/cycling networks, as well as limiting or eliminating those planning initiatives that hinder neighborhood activity and travel for youth, such as single-use zoning and reliance on large neighborhood- or regional-scale parks and playgrounds for play- and green space. Findings from this study were fed back to local planners through the Chief Planner of the City of London, who was a co-investigator on the project, to help inform ongoing planning initiatives in the city.

The risk-averse discourse that currently defines what is safe and normative behavior for children, and which has led some parents to severely reduce or eliminate unsupervised activity and travel, has eclipsed the evidence that reinforces the developmental benefits children receive when they tackle the challenges of the neighborhood environment (Gill 2007; Karsten 2002; MacDougall, Schiller, and Darbyshire 2009; Valentine and McKenzie 1997). Attempting to eliminate all risk by limiting activity to structured, supervised conditions may, in fact, undermine children’s skill and knowledge development (Gill 2007; Mikkelsen and Christensen 2009; Shaw et al. 2013). Communities and planners also tend to operate through a framework designed to limit risk, to avoid issues of liability and potential for property damage; however, this approach can also minimize the appeal of local resources for children, and suppress their neighborhood placemaking opportunities.

A child-friendliness framework can be a useful tool for evaluating neighborhood environments and assessing the degree to which they support the healthy activities of children. Such a framework considers environmental as well as socio-cultural influences on neighborhood activity and attempts to strike a balance between providing safe yet stimulating and diverse opportunities for children. The thematic framework presented here could serve as a valuable starting point for planners seeking to engage local youth in discussions about their neighborhood experiences and preferences. Community planning and policy initiatives can use such a framework to provide neighborhood environments with a dense network of diverse amenities and graduated challenges that can help children of all ages develop and thrive. While such a framework can help to identify priority areas around which to organize these discussions, complementary participatory processes and tools also need to be tailored to address the local context and culture, as well as the needs or capabilities of the participants. To support the methodology outlined here, there are several other resources that suggest ways to effectively engage children and youth in planning processes and recognize their diverse community needs (see Bishop and Corkery 2017; Derr, Chawla, and Mintzer 2018; Driskell 2002; Gleeson and Sipe 2006; Knoll and Roe 2017). The most important takeaway is that planners actively embed genuine opportunities for engagement and discussion with youth, particularly children aged nine to thirteen years as well as older teens, around their local community needs and preferences. The process must, however, go far beyond tokenistic gestures of engagement; young citizens must be able to see that their needs and interests are eventually reflected in the planning of their communities, and that they feel welcome and safe in their neighborhoods. A key shift toward creating a child-friendly culture involves not only recognizing children’s rights to safe and healthy environments for play, but accepting that we all share responsibility for creating community environments that support children’s interests and well-being.
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